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Raiffeisen Towers, Budapest 

The height of the two buildings designed by the Finta and Partners Architect Studio 

is 110 m and 70 m respectively, the first one if built, would be tallest building of the 

city of Budapest. 

The wind tunnel testing was performed on a 1:150 scale model of the buildings and 

their surroundings. The buildings were equipped with 200 pressure measurement 

locations, connected to a pressure multiplexer and pressure transducers. During 

the measurement, distributions of average and peak pressure coefficients were 

determined at several wind directions on the buildings whole external surface. 

In addition, flow field was investigated at the entrances of the tall buildings, and 

modifications to avoid extreme wind and danger for pedestrians were proposed by 

our team. 

The influence of the new tall buildings on the ground level pollutant dispersion was 

demonstrated in a highly spectacular flow visualisation. 

 

The buildings and their surroundings in the wind tunnel 



 

 

 

 

Combined image of mean pressure coefficient distribution on the buildings from wind 

tunnel measurement and streamlines simulated by the FLUENT CFD model 



 

 

Air quality investigation of a motorway  

in complex terrain 

The air pollution effects of a 9-km-long section of the planned M0 motorway were 

investigated in wind tunnel and with numerical simulation. The terrain, the 

settlements and forests were modelled in a 28.5 km2 area with model scale 1:1000. 

Pollutant dispersion was measured using CH4 tracer gas released from the future 

motorway route from line sources, and sampled at 50 selected locations near the 

motorway. The wind tunnel measurements were accompanied by CFD simulations 

using the MISKAM code. 

The results proved the necessity of ventilation stacks for the removal of pollutants 

from the long motorway tunnel sections. Otherwise, pollutant concentrations above 

limits would develop near the tunnel exits. 

 

The 1:1000 scale terrain model in the test section of the large horizontal wind tunnel 

 



 

 

Wind load acting on a tensioned fabric 

roof 

This West Palm Beach theatre is located in the vicinity of large buildings, thus to 

measure wind loading, the surroundings was modelled extensively and in detail. 

Net pressure coefficient distributions were determined from 2 x 48 pressure 

measurement points located on the top and bottom surface of the roof shell.  

 

The wind tunnel model in a scale of 1:100 

 

Surroundings modelled in 3.6 m diameter in the large wind tunnel 



 

 

Wind load on a telecommunication tower 

To determine wind loading on this new, innovative telecommunication tower to be 

built entirely of wood and in an individual shape, we equipped its wind tunnel model 

with pressure taps, and additionally, the model was mounted on a 6-component 

wind tunnel balance. This way base bending moments and forces could be 

measured directly at all wind directions. 

  

Left: Wind tunnel model of the tower in the large horizontal wind tunnel  

Right: mounting of the model on the 6-component force measurement platform 
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Shear forces and bending moments at the base of the tower  

as measured by a 6D force balance 

 

The award-winning tower as built by designer company Szigma-X Ltd.  

in Békés, Hungary 



 

 

Horizontal drag force  

on roof-mounted solar panels 

Solar panels mounted on large flat-roof buildings may increase horizontal forces 

acting on the buildings superstructure. To avoid any risk of damage, the generated 

additional horizontal force caused by panels had to be determined. The wind tunnel 

model allowed pressure measurements on the solar panel surfaces in 360 

locations. The resulting horizontal force was determined from these measurements 

in form of a newly introduced horizontal pressure coefficient ct. 

 

The model of the flat roof building in wind tunnel with roof-mounted solar panels 



 

 

 

 

Instrumentation of the model with tubing, pressure multiplexers, and transducers  

 
Definition of horizontal pressure coefficient ct 

 

Left: distribution of mean pressure coefficient cp at 45 deg wind direction. Right: 

proposed distribution of horizontal pressure coefficient ct for use in wind load 

calculations at the same wind direction  



 

 

Wind loading and wind comfort  

in the football stadium of Debrecen 

The new UEFA Class 4 football stadium of the city of Debrecen (2nd largest city of 

Hungary) was extensively tested in wind tunnel. The investigation focussed firstly 

on the wind loading of the roof structure. Critical areas of the roof were covered 

with pressure taps, and wind loading was determined at several wind directions. 

The use of wind tunnel pressure data instead of building code resulted in 

significant savings during the construction of the roof structure.  

The second focus of investigation was internal flow conditions. Wind speed must 

not be too high at the viewing area, to ensure spectator comfort, on the other hand 

wind speed must be high enough to give proper air exchange to the playing field 

grass. Local wind speeds were thus measured inside the stadium using CTA 

anemometer. The CTA probes were traversed using the new computer-controlled 

traversing system of the large horizontal wind tunnel. The influence of the side 

openings of the stadium were quantified, helping the designers to decide on the 

final opening configuration. 

 

Model of the stadium in a scale of 1:150 in the large horizontal wind tunnel 

 



 

 

 

 

Distribution of minimum peak pressure coefficient cp at  -45 deg wind direction  

on the investigated part of the stadium roof 

 

Measurement of wind speed using CTA anemometer inside the stadium 

 



 

 

Contact 

For technical info, measurement capabilities and for a quotation,  

please contact directly: 

Dr. Márton Balczó 

Assistant Professor, Head of Laboratory 

E-mail: balczo@ara.bme.hu  

Landline: +36 1 463 1560  

Mobile phone: +36 20 2320220  

 

 

www.karman-wtl.com  

 

 

www.youtube.com/karmanwtl  
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